
!THE WASTAGE 

NT Bike Hash report / Saturday 16 March 2013 ! 

 

!In fine weather some 20 cyclists assembled at Sun Ping bike shop – most 
seemed to have their own rides but those needing to rent were well 
catered for. I was renting and my mount was well sized and prepared, 
appearing to be a new frame with ‘well tested’ brakes and gears. 

Starting assembly point was in the park behind the shop, carefully 
selected because of the signs prohibiting cycling – oh well. Hare 
Gunpowder Plod emphasized safety – what kind of hash is this? But 
point well meant with a range of cycling skill levels apparent, a couple of 
lads with all the right gear on display. [It was noted that co-hare Spank 
Me, who it turned out was responsible for designing much of the trail, 
was indisposed and not present, meaning that Plod spent more than six 



hours laying trail single-handedly. Here’s Spank Me out on a recce.] 

 

So we started into the old village towards the typhoon shelter and the 
first car park. Trail had already disappeared but WhySoSyria had inside 
knowledge, having seen trail markings while coming from his home, so … 
round the front to Tui Min Hui Marine Cop Shop, and then up the road. 
For those of us who ride infrequently the knees already hurt – but up left, 
under a rail onto rough trail, the leaders followed markings right to a 
long checkback, so left along ridge and the first “caution” sign from the 
hare – roots and rocks making it too technical for most of us. 

But when the markings improbably went straight into the bush – an 
opening a running hash would look at twice – only young Norman 
actually rode his bike through the trees, or so he claims. Some 
unbelievers carried on up and along the ridge but eventually returned to 
the shaggy to rejoin way behind. Down through rough to the back of HK 
Marina/The Witches' Field, a young lad checked right and found nothing, 
so time was lost checking all the wrong ways before right was rechecked 
and trail found – youngsters just don’t look far enough. 

I think about this time the first casualties – mechanical – occurred: lost 
pedals and rear wheels. But the rest of us went out along the road and 
through the edge of Lions Centre to Hirams Highway where the blue 
chalk on a dark green wall was hard to see or read. It said ON OVER. 
Over and left round back to Po Lo Che Rd and first long/short split – this 



had already taken an hour and only 6.5km covered! 

Golden Balls muttered about his back and took the short with several 
others, and the stalwarts continued up: up stairs making a strange short 
steep cut to rejoin Po Lo Che Rd to a big check, but trail was straight 
along towards Ma On Shan. I saw KY, Kathy and Ruth along this stretch. 
Along, down and back up the other side to left onto an old military road 
round MOS towards the Maclehose Trail. A bit more technical here – 
tempting to ride – but I was still gaining confidence. 

Rejoining the road at Wong Chuk Yeung was welcome and after another 
hill to push up we enjoyed a fast ride down to Sai Sha Road where the 
second long/short split was found. Long was left, and following Plod's 
advice we stayed on the pavement rather than the road with the trucks. 
I met Bobbledick waiting for his bus – seems he should have been with 
us? All the way to Che Ha where at last marks went right and round the 
golf fields, some great paths round the back but caution needed to avoid 
a few elderly dawdlers. 

In Tseng Tau I got lost again and think Ruth and Sheila passed me here, 
but eventually I got back on trail and followed beautiful coast track – 
back up to the Maclehose Trail crossing, another push up for me. There I 
met Ruth and Sheila and heard how KY had found fresh trail up Stage 3 
towards Kai Kung Shan! No chance I was going to follow that way. She 
eventually grumbled her way up to the ridge, cursing Plod the whole 
time, then found her own route down to Tai Mong Tsai road, all without 
any correct trail. 

A quick call from/to Plod assured those already back that we were on our 
way back, so it was down the road right into O Tau village to cut the 
corner off and rejoin the main road at Tai Wan, then round the 
waterfront scattering strolling tourists, past the seafood restaurants and 
on in to the finish. 31.74km recorded on GPS. 

So only 5 completed whole trail: WhySoSyria, Dingaling, Hamish, Ruth 
and Sheila. Those youngsters with the fancy kit? No idea where they got 
to. But the surprise was no (significant) injuries to people, even if a few 
bikes failed. 

Comment was good, all seemed to have enjoyed the trail – but I wonder if 



all the best cycle trail round Sai Kung was exploited leaving liitle new for 
next time ? But there’s plenty more of HK for future bike hashes. 

If I had known I was to produce a write up I might have taken note of the 
down-downs, might have even made notes, but I didn’t so have no idea. 
Anyway – beer was awarded to the deserving – roughly everyone 
present. Bike hire was paid as due and a table load moved to the Thai-by-
the-Temple for further wise bullshit, boasting and beer. 

Hamish “Swing” Low 

 

 


